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The meaning of Life
This is the basis of all things of which all things are fueled by, flamed by and brought up.
And your own life and the most intimate of places in your life; the things that mean the
most to you, about who you are personally. The things that you desire most; the things
that you desire most to overcome and become. All things are fueled by this one place,
intimacy with me, coming into my presence. This I say unto you, that beyond these walls
and out of this place that you provide for me those moments in time for separation for all
of you it is different and for all of you it's different times in different expanse of time. But
know this from this place is the meaning of life. From this one simple place is the
meaning of life. You can't bring it down or boil it down or fashion it down any more basic
than understanding that contact with me and coming to a place of knowing me fuels all
life, saith the Spirit of Grace. All success is in this, all deliverance and all walking past.
Did I not say that Heaven and Earth would pass away but my word would always
remain? That meant against all things that everything around you and every test, every
trial has a shelf life, saith the Spirit of Grace. Everything will come to an end. Everything
will come to an end if you apply my word and stand fast in my word. Even the most
enduring trials will come to an end, saith the Spirit of Grace. But my word will never
pass away. You can outlast anything through patience and through hope and through
love and the foundation of my word. Stand fast in me. Did I not say that every test, trial
and tribulation that I would make a way of escape that you may be able to go past it and
get past it and go through it, saith the Spirit of Grace?
But many search for answers. Many books are written trying to get people, trying to
figure out another angle this way, that way and many things of the mind. The mind can
come up with every kind of do riveted of truth. Many of them have splinters of truth but
this one thing that the foundation of life that you meet with me, that you may know me
through my spirit in my word. And if these things are provided your life will be provided
for. Things will fix itself. Things will fix themselves beyond your knowledge, saith the
Spirit of Grace. Pay this price. Give no excuse why not. You will find the absolute
success behind it, saith the Spirit of Grace.

